
Added functions in VariOS

 

V-Producer

 

The included CD-ROM contains V-Producer Version 3.0

Since the “VariOS User Guide” is based on V-Producer version 2.1.0, illustrations or other points 
may differ from the latest version. For details on functions that have been added in version 3.0, 
refer to the “Readme_E.html” file on the CD-ROM.

For details on all functions and screens of V-Producer version 3.0, refer to 

 

“VariOS Reference 

Manual” (VariOS_Reference_E.pdf)

 

, found in the 

 

English

 

-

 

Manual(PDF) 

 

folder of the CD-ROM. 
This manual can also be viewed by using the V-Producer “Help” command.

 

VariOS System Program

 

The [Menu 1-5 Melody Cancel] function has been added.

 

“VariOS User Guide”

 

.... p. 114

 

➔

 

You can remove a sample’s original pitch information and play it at the pitch you specify from 
the keyboard. Lower values of this setting will remove only the pitched character of the sound 
while preserving the subtle pitch changes in the original phrase, such as vibrato. As you 
increase this setting, the pitch removal will become more extreme. At the maximum value 
(Robot), the subtle pitch changes will be completely absent, producing a robot-like sound.

Available Settings: OFF, 1-126, Robot

Default value: OFF

 

* The Robot Voice switch described in “VariOS User Guide” (p. 114) has been incorporated into this 

function.

* This setting is valid only for samples whose Encode Type (p. 55) is set to SOLO.

* The results may also be unsatisfactory if the key you play is far away from the pitch of the original phrase.

 

The [Menu 7-7 VariOS Sync Port] switch has been added.

 

“VariOS User Guide”

 

.... p. 121

 

➔

 

 An enable/disable switch has been added to “Roland VariOS Sync (the dedicated 
synchronization port for the VariOS)” (p. 126).

If enabling the VariOS Sync Port causes instability problems, such as MIDI message looping 
within your MIDI sequencer, disable this option.

Available Settings: Enable, Disable

Default value: Enable
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